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The goal of this document is to provide an understanding of why certain types of placements are
not available and what other related fields could meet the needs of student traditionally interested
in a challenging placement.
MADRID:
Industry/field with limited to no placements
Advertising: they do not accept students into
the creative part if they don’t have a lot of
experience and they need to be at the internship
at least 6 months part time

Alternate or related options
Advertising consultants: marketing related to
advertisements, online advertising

Financial Operations: there are no investment
banks or placements in the stock market. In
Financial Consulting they need to work full
time.

Business related positions
International Commerce

Journalism in Spanish: They need to be
bilingual with experience.

English language publications: research in
Spanish but write in English, translation of
texts that will be published.
Press Agencies or Comm departments in
companies with work in Spanish and English.

Performance-based Arts Placements: it is
limited to studies and experience and level of
Spanish.

Theatre placements are limited.
Music companies: music promotion, online
music sites

US Embassy: Commercial Office of the US
Embassy –business students only –need 3 to 4
months lead-time.

Commercial Offices of other Embassies.

Hospitals – Health: Very limited. Requires
high level of Spanish, experience in the field.
Primarily for observation of doctors at work..
Other areas: speech pathologies, physical
therapy –need studies in the field; laboratories –
students must have studies in biology.

NGOs: related to health but not with patients,
if they don’t have what’s needed.

Law: no work at law offices or in the courts.

NGOs
Refugee centers: options in law related to
immigrants – helping out with all aspects.

Architecture: limited placements due to current
economic situation and little new buildings
going up. Require prior experience and high
level of Spanish.

Interior design or Landscape Architecture, but
limited to the current economic moment as
well as to the season. Landscape Architecture
in the summer months has little going on.

NGOs: immigration, drugs. Limited placements
due to economic situation. There isn’t financial
support and they have had to close.
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